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Anonymous' #Op_Tibet To Launch Winter Olympics 
Attack On Chinese Government, Mass-Surveillance And
Corporate Targets

On January 18 2022 Yang Shu, Executive of the Beijing Organizing 
Committee, issued a warning to athletes participating in the Chinese-hosted, 
2022 Winter Games. 

His barely veiled threat, suggested punitive action against anyone making 
comments not approved by China's regime. So, remarks on Tibet, human 
rights, torture, forced labor-camps, and Hong Kong are off the table. 

Welcome, to the land of censorship. Is anyone surprised? Even the Games' 
official mascots feature a Tibetan panda, locked inside a perspex suit and 
helmet! 



China would have the world believe this is a fun and harmonious event. Free 
from, and beyond politics. Or, is that the position of the International Olympic 
Committee? Hard to tell the difference, right? The truth is, every aspect of 
China's hosting of the Winter Olympics is politicized, and crassly used for 
relentless propaganda campaigns. 

But beyond the fake snow and disinformation, is the disturbing reality that 
such staged public-relations promotions, are set against a background of 
brutal totalitarianism. A tyranny that murders, tortures, and enslaves. Waging 
also cultural genocide against Tibetans.

Meanwhile, the censorship and digital intrusion; which is daily life under the 
rule of the Chinese authorities, is being targeted at all those attending the 
Games at Beijing venues. 

Its been reported by Citizen Lab that a requirement of entry is a mandated 
app called Em why twenty twenty-two. This malicious and invasive application
gets installed on the cell-phones of spectators and others in stadiums. 

It makes redundant, encryption protection, consequently exposing and 
harvesting sensitive medical information, geographic, and travel history data. 
Imposing search censorship, by restricting certain keywords, which include 
any mention of Tibet or issues linked to human rights, Hong Kong, Uyghurs or
violations. 

This is just one more reason why, in a coordinated global strike, Operation
Tibet commences on February 4. On that opening day of the 2022 Winter
Games, and throughout the event. Including Tibetan Independence Day 
on February 13, Chinese government and mass-surveillance servers, 
and Olympic-linked corporations are legitimate and justifiable targets.

The scale, details and impact engineered by this ethical activism will be 
downplayed, denied and ignored.; This is due to the censorship which 
characterizes the public output of China's government.
 
The facts, however, are that Chinese regime and Olympic-related corporation 
sites, along with surveillance servers. Operated by companies such as 
Huawei, Baidu, Ten-Cent and Alibaba. Which design, manufacture and 
implement mass-surveillance systems, oppressing every aspect of daily living
for Tibetans. Will be hacked, poisoned and crashed.

We are Anonymous. We are Legion. Expect us!


